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Fable
Inspired by vintage treasures, decorative textiles and admired artisans.

Fable recreates stories with modern techniques and the finest handcraft.

Shaped by the heritage of storytelling we celebrate our glorious British countryside, all the wondrous creatures and delicate flowers that
thrive within. 

We have two stunning collections, so far;  'Lake District' which draws inspiration from Beatrix Potter and 'Bank Holiday: 1955' which
reminisces about walks on the beach, picnics in meadows and joyful times with friends and family. 

We do not have a wholesale website for our Fable collection. 

If you would like to become an approved stockist, see a copy of our latest brochure or would like a local agent to come and visit you, please
contact us on help@fableuk.com or call us on +44 (0) 20 3397 5880

Fable AW19 A6 Leaflet pack of 50
(21021)
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Fable AW19 A6 Leaflet pack of 50
Fable AW19 Brand block Insert

(21022)
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Fable AW19 Brand block Insert

Fable AW19 Brochure
(21020)
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Fable AW19 Brochure

FABLE Enamelled Long Pansy Necklace - Green Gift Box
(61159)
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FABLE Enamelled Long Rose Necklace - Green Gift Box
(61169)
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FABLE Enamelled Pansy Stretch Bracelet - Green Gift Box
(61161)
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FABLE Enamelled Pansy Stud Earrings - Green Gift Box
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FABLE Rose Gold Long Rose Necklace - Green Gift Box
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FABLE Rose Gold Rose Bracelet - Green Gift Box
(61172)
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FABLE Rose Gold Rose Earrings - Green Gift Box
(61171)
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FABLE Rose Gold Short Rose Necklace - Green Gift Box
(61174)
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FABLE Silver Long Pansy Necklace - Green Gift Box
(61163)
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FABLE Silver Pansy Stretch Bracelet - Green Gift Box
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FABLE Silver Pansy Stud Earrings - Green Gift Box
(61166)
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FABLE Silver Short Pansy Necklace - Green Gift Box
(61164)
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Poppy brooch
(61175)
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Small Poppy brooch
(61176)
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Taupe bangle/bracelet/ring display stand - for Fable
(21017)
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Taupe earring display stand - for Fable
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Taupe large square display board - for Fable
(21019)
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Taupe pendant display stand - for Fable
(21016)
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